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Document Express–SaM Solutions Make Ordering Docs a One-Click
Process
Goal is to create a sophisticated technology platform that ‘alleviates data-quality concerns.’
OCALA, Fla. and PALATINE, Ill. – June XX, 2011 – A recent Document Express, Inc.–SaM
Solutions US partnership makes ordering initial disclosures, loan closing documents, predatory
lending/high cost analysis and flood determinations as easy for mortgage loan originators as
one click of a mouse.
Document Express will embed its document preparation solution, DX Elite Series, within SaM
Solutions’ Engage, a loan origination and processing system designed for lenders of any size to
deploy from the initial application to the funding stage of a mortgage.
“Our aim was to create a simple-to-use, one-stop shop for services, and provide a flexible yet
sophisticated technology that alleviates data-quality concerns,” said Michael Chaney, Vice
President of Sales for Document Express. “The benefit to clients is that they have access to an
embedded and integrated platform that does not require the rekeying of data, an approach that
ensures that data-quality remains top notch.”
“This partnership means that lenders will have access to the next generation of loan origination
systems, one that is several steps ahead of the competition, and a platform that is flexible,
intuitive, web-based, and easy to customize,” said Aaron Cope, Head of Operations at SaM
Solutions US “This deal combines the best of breed in terms of document management and
cutting-edge loan origination systems.”
These firms have begun to demonstrate the platform to lenders, who have come away
impressed because the partnership ensures accuracy and eliminates errors that can be
expensive or that slow down the mortgage process.
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“Given the challenging times in the mortgage market, lenders are aware that they need to
reduce errors to save money, and the seamless automation that we provide through this
agreement meets their needs extremely well,” said Chaney.
“They have been impressed with the flexibility of the system because, among other things, it is
adaptable, easy to implement and is customizable to the needs of the lender,” said Cope.
About Document Express
Since 1992, Document Express, Palatine, Ill., has developed the industry’s most comprehensive
array of document preparation solutions, DX Elite Series. By supporting and managing a
lender’s document needs, clients can relax knowing the documents are compliant and will be
securely delivered on time, every time. Combining that expertise with state-of-the-art
technology, Document Express provides an engaging user experience with solutions that are
truly best in class. Document Express offers superior initial disclosures, closing documents, high
cost/predatory lending analysis and flood determinations for lenders throughout the nation.
Document Express was named to “Mortgage Technology” magazine’s 2010 list of top 50 service
providers.
About Sam Solutions
SaM Solutions US, Ocala, Fla., is an experienced builder of loan origination systems and
business intelligence tools designed for retail lenders, correspondent lenders and wholesale
mortgage channels. Since entering the mortgage business in 2004, SaM Solutions has excelled
at bringing mortgage solutions together in a quick and cost effective manner. To attain that goal,
it hires highly-trained, best practice oriented software engineers. Sam Solutions US’ parent
company, SaM Solutions, is a leading software outsourcing company that is focused on IT
consulting and offshore programming services for the U.S. and Europe. The firm has developed
solutions for mortgage lending workflow, fraud validation services, reporting, scorecard
solutions, and investor delivery systems. Ten alumni of Belarusian State University of Computer
Science founded the company in 1993. Today, the firm has 600 employees across the globe.
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